Declaration on the independent performance of an oral examination in a video conference examination

Please print this document, complete in block letters and sign by hand. It must be submitted together with the request to conduct an oral videoconference examination by mail or as a scan/photo by e-mail. Please ensure that the document is complete and legible.

I, 

____________________________________  ______________________________________
First and last name                        Matriculation number

____________________________________
Course of study

I assure that in the following oral examination I will perform the examination independently, refrain from cheating and use only permissible aids:

☐ Accompanying oral examination / oral course work / oral bachelor or master examination / oral examination / oral performance assessment / oral performance assessment / oral performance record / defense of the diploma thesis

in the following subject / module / class (please provide a precise description):

____________________________________

☐ Academic lecture in the habilitation procedure

Date of the oral examination, if known: __________________________

Should any disturbances arise during the course of the examination which could be regarded as cheating or the use of inadmissible aids, I will disclose these immediately.
I am aware that any attempt to influence the result of the oral examination by cheating or using inadmissible aids will generally result in the candidate failing the examination.

____________________________  ______________________________
Date and location                        Signature